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The theory of an atom dipole trap composed of a focused, far red-detuned, trapping laser beam, and a pair
of red-detuned, counterpropagating, cooling beams is developed for the simplest realistic multilevel dipole
interaction scheme based on a model of a ~315!-level atom. The description of atomic motion in the trap is
based on the quantum kinetic equations for the atomic density matrix and the reduced quasiclassical kinetic
equation for atomic distribution function. It is shown that when the detuning of the trapping field is much
larger than the detuning of the cooling field, and with low saturation, the one-photon absorption ~emission!
processes responsible for the trapping potential can be well separated from the two-photon processes respon-
sible for sub-Doppler cooling atoms in the trap. Two conditions are derived that are necessary and sufficient for
stable atomic trapping. The conditions show that stable atomic trapping in the optical dipole trap can be
achieved when the trapping field has no effect on the two-photon cooling process and when the cooling field
does not change the structure of the trapping potential but changes only the numerical value of the trapping
potential well. It is concluded that the separation of the trapping and cooling processes in a pure optical dipole
trap allows one to cool trapped atoms down to a minimum temperature close to the recoil temperature, keeping
simultaneously a deep potential well.
PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.VkI. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a growing interest in devel-
oping traps for cold atoms with applications to fundamental
physical problems, nanotechnology, high-resolution micro-
wave and optical spectroscopy, frequency standards and
atom optics @1–5#. Among different types of atom traps stud-
ied in recent years, of practical importance is a far-off-
resonance optical dipole trap ~FORT! based on a single fo-
cused red-detuned laser beam @6–10#. The FORT produces a
nearly conservative potential well for atoms, but incorporates
the inevitable heating due to the photon recoil associated
with the scattered laser light @8,9#. Although the heating rate
may be very small at very large detuning from the resonance,
the photon recoil heating inevitably introduces an upper limit
on the lifetime of atoms in the trap.
It was previously proposed that the heating mechanism in
the FORT might be suppressed by adding the cooling laser
fields to a focused trapping laser beam @7,8#. Latest experi-
ments with different types of cooling laser fields have shown
that the addition of the cooling field can increase the lifetime
of atoms and even the atomic density in the trap @11,12#.
The addition of the cooling field changes not only the
Boltzmann factor that defines the lifetime of atoms in the
FORT, but may also have a profound effect on all the basic
parameters of the trap since the cooling field may strongly
influence the atomic populations and coherences. Typically,
any cooling laser field operates at a detuning less than the
detuning of the trapping laser beam. The cooling field may
thus be responsible not only for perturbation of the steady-
state internal atomic state but the perturbation of the trapping
potential as well. Up to now, the FORT with an additional1050-2947/2000/62~4!/043406~11!/$15.00 62 0434cooling laser field was theoretically discussed for the sim-
plest model of a two-level dipole interaction scheme @7,13#.
A two-level model has, however, a very limited connection
with real experimental techniques that typically explore mul-
tilevel dipole interaction schemes. Physically, there is a ma-
jor difference between the models of a two-level atom and a
multilevel atom in applications related to the trapping and
cooling atoms. In a two-level model, both trapping and cool-
ing fields excite atoms on the same atomic transition. As a
result, for a two-level atomic scheme in the FORT, the depth
of the potential well and the cooling limit have generally the
same order of magnitude @7,13# defined by a so-called Dop-
pler temperature @14#. In multilevel atomic schemes, the
trapping and cooling laser fields can produce principally dif-
ferent atomic transitions. The trapping field can produce a
potential well due to the one-photon transitions while the
cooling laser field can cool atoms down to the sub-Doppler
temperatures @15–18# due to the two-photon transitions
@19,20#. It is thus important that in multilevel atomic
schemes the optical processes used for trapping atoms in the
FORT and those for sub-Doppler cooling can have the dif-
ferent physical origin. The use of the different optical pro-
cesses for trapping and cooling multilevel atoms thus raises
new questions on basic parameters of the trap and the life-
time of atoms achievable in the FORT with a superimposed
sub-Doppler cooling process.
In this paper, we present a theoretical analysis of the
FORT composed of a single red-detuned trapping laser beam
and a red-detuned cooling field composed of the counter-
propagating circular-polarized laser waves. To be specific,
we develop an analytical theory for a simplest realistic model
of a ~315!-level atom interacting with one-dimensional©2000 The American Physical Society06-1
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this model, the dipole potential is caused by the one-photon
processes, while the friction force comes from the two-
photon processes.
Our analysis shows that under specific conditions formu-
lated below the one-photon processes, producing the optical
dipole potential can have a negligible influence on the two-
photon processes responsible for sub-Doppler cooling of at-
oms. On the other hand, the perturbation of the atomic inter-
nal state produced by the two-photon cooling processes may
not change the structure of the potential well but only the
value of the potential well depth. The separation of the trap-
ping and cooling processes achievable under specified con-
ditions allows one to maintain the depth of the potential well
in the FORT that exceeds considerably the kinetic energy of
trapped atoms. As a result, the lifetime of atoms associated
with the photon scattering in the FORT can be extremely
long, thus leaving other processes, such as atom collisions
and the reabsorption of laser light @21–24#, to be responsible
for the atom storage time.
II. MULTILEVEL INTERACTION SCHEME
The simplest scheme for a FORT may be described by the
dipole interaction of a ~315!-level atom with a linearly po-
larized focused trapping laser beam and one-dimensional
cooling s1-s2 laser-field configuration as shown in Fig. 1.
In the scheme, a far red-detuned laser beam is assumed to be
responsible for atomic trapping due to the one-photon optical
FIG. 1. One-dimensional scheme of the FORT composed of a
red-detuned trapping laser beam ~tr! and the red-detuned cooling
laser field ~c! in the s1-s2 configuration ~a! and the dipole inter-
action scheme of a ~315!-level atom with the trapping and cooling
laser fields ~b!. The magnetic sublevels for the ground and excited
states of the atom are denoted as: u jg51,m&5gm , u j e52,m&
5em .04340processes while a less red-detuned s1-s2 laser field is re-
sponsible for laser cooling due to the two-photon optical
processes. In the chosen interaction scheme, the field of a
linearly polarized trapping laser beam
Et5e0E0t~r!cos~ky2v tt ! ~1!
is defined by a unit polarization vector e05ez, spatially non-
uniform amplitude E0t(r) and the wave vector kt5key (k
.v t /c). The cooling laser field is assumed to be composed
of two counterpropagating left circularly polarized waves,
Ec5
1
2 E0c~e1e
i(kz2vct)2e2e
2i(kz2vct)!
1
1
2 E0c~2e1e
i(kz1vct)1e2e
2i(kz1vct)!, ~2!
where e657(1/A2)(ex6iey) are spherical unit vectors, vc
is the frequency of the cooling laser waves, and k.vc /c is
the magnitude of the wave vector. With respect to the quan-
tization axis Oz , the first wave in Eq. ~2! is a s1 polarized
wave and the second one is a s2 polarized wave. Note that
in a nonrelativistic approach the magnitude of the wave vec-
tor for the counterpropagating cooling laser fields is consid-
ered to be the same.
For the above interaction scheme, the atomic Hamiltonian
has a standard form
H5H02
\2
2M „
22DE, ~3!
where the Hamiltonian H0 describes the internal atomic
states with energy levels Eg0,Eg6, and Ee0,Ee6,Ee62, and
the last term describes the dipole interaction between the
atom and the total laser field E5Et1Ec .
III. UNPERTURBED TRAPPING POTENTIAL
Consider first the trapping potential for the above interac-
tion scheme in the absence of the cooling field. The quasi-
classical atomic-density-matrix equations describing the di-
pole interaction of a ~315!-level atom with the field ~1! in a
rotating wave approximation ~RWA! are listed in Appendix
A. The set includes only equations for the density matrix
elements that do not decay to zero for an interaction time t
@g21. The density matrix elements entering the equations
of Appendix A are defined with respect to the time-
dependent atomic wave functions. The equations include, on
the left-hand side, the total ~convective! time derivatives
d
dt 5
]
]t
1v ]
]r
. ~4!
The Rabi frequency for the trapping laser beam, V , and the
detuning, D , are:
V5V~r!5
idiE0t~r!
A30\
, D5v t2v0 , ~5!6-2
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atomic transition frequency. The Rabi frequency is defined
with respect to the strongest p-type dipole transition u jg
51, mg50&2u j e52, me50&. The spontaneous decay rate
Wsp is defined in the usual way as,
Wsp52g5
4
3
idi2v0
3
\c3
. ~6!
Eliminating an explicit time and position dependence in
the equations for the density matrix elements with the sub-
stitutions
rg2e25sg2e2e
2i(ky2Dt)
, rg0e05sg0e0e
2i(ky2Dt)
,
rg1e15sg1e1e
2i(ky2Dt)
,
and solving next the equations for a steady state, one can find
the dipole radiation force on a ~315!-level atom with the use
of a well-justified quasiclassical formula
F5~^D&"E!, ~7!
where ^D&5Dabrba is an expectation value of the atomic
dipole moment and the gradient  is assumed to act on the
electric field E only. The radiation force on a ~315!-level
atom in a laser beam ~1! includes, as usual, two partial
forces, i.e., the gradient force and the radiation pressure
force,
F5Fgr1Frp , ~8!
Fgr52\@V~r!#Re~ sg0e01A 32 ~sg2e21sg1e1!! ,
~9!
Frp52\keyIm~ se0g01A 32 ~se2g21se1g1!! . ~10!
The case of large negative detuning is of particular interest in
this paper, i.e., we will let uDu@V(r), and for a motionless
atom the forces are then
Fgr5
30
17 \
V2~r!
uDu
, ~11!
Frp5
30
17 \kgey
V2~r!
D2
. ~12!
The gradient force ~11! produces the potential well for cold
atoms that differs from that for a two-level atom @7# by a
numerical factor only, that is,
U52E Fgrdr52 3017 \V
2~r!
uDu
. ~13!
The radiation pressure force ~12! produces an additional
asymmetric potential well that can be neglected at large de-
tuning.04340IV. QUANTUM KINETIC EQUATIONS
In general, to describe the atomic motion, we can use the
approach based on the quantum kinetic equations for the
atomic density matrix in the Wigner representation. This is
relatively straightforward for a scheme such as the one con-
sidered in Fig. 1, where the atom interacts with both laser
fields ~1! and ~2!. Since we wish to analyze the operation of
the trap at large detunings, it is sufficient for our purpose to
consider the quantum kinetic equations at small optical satu-
ration. We will take into account one- and two-photon opti-
cal processes, and neglect higher-order optical processes. To
simplify the consideration of the equations of motion, we
write out the initial microscopic equations, but we neglect
first the spatial variation in the trapping laser beam amplitude
E0t(r). The effect of the spatially inhomogeneous trapping
laser beam will be taken into account in Sec. VI. A set of the
atomic density matrix equations in the Wigner representation
and a rotating wave approximation ~RWA! describing an in-
teraction of a ~315!-level atom with laser waves of constant
amplitude at weak optical saturation is listed in Appendix B.
The set only includes the equations for the density matrix
elements describing one- and two-photon processes. As be-
fore, the density matrix elements entering the equations of
Appendix B are defined with respect to the time-dependent
atomic wave functions. The upper indices for the
momentum-shifted density matrix elements are chosen to
have different meaning for the terms coming from the inter-
action with a trapping and cooling field, i.e.,
Vrab
(6)5V^aur~ r,p6 12 \key ,t! ub&,
urab
(6)5u^aur~ r,p6 12 \kez ,t! ub&, ~14!
rab
(n)5^aur~r,p1n\k ,t !ub&,
where n is a unit vector that defines the direction of the
spontaneous photon emission. The total time derivative on
the left-hand side of the equations is defined as before by Eq.
~4!. The Rabi frequency for the cooling laser field, u ~defined
with respect to the strongest s-type dipole transition! and the
detuning of the cooling field are
u5
idiE0c
2A5\
, d5vc2v0 . ~15!
Functions Fl(n), with l5s ,p , define the angular anisot-
ropy of the spontaneous photon emission,
Fs~n!5
3
16p ~11nz
2!, Fp~n!5
3
8p ~12nz
2!, ~16!
where nz is the projection of the unit vector n on the quan-
tization axis Oz . Numerical factors entering the density ma-
trix equations are due to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients de-
fining the dipole matrix elements for specific atomic
transitions. Our choice of sign of the reduced dipole moment
can be seen from the values of the matrix elements for the
strongest p-type and s-type atomic transitions,6-3
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^e22ud2ug2&52^g2ud1ue22&5^e12ud1ug1&
52^g1ud2ue12&5
1
A5
idi .
Note that when the cooling laser field and photon recoil are
neglected, the equations of Appendix B reduce to the quasi-
classical equations of Appendix A. The quantum kinetic
equations of Appendix B are used below to derive the qua-
siclassical kinetic equation of atomic motion that defines the
dipole radiation force on the atom in the total laser field, the
momentum diffusion tensor, and the potential well for the
motionless atom.
V. QUASICLASSICAL KINETIC EQUATION
The initial quantum kinetic equations for the atomic den-
sity matrix elements can be first simplified by the standard
procedure of eliminating the explicit time and position de-
pendence with proper substitutions. Since the initial equa-
tions include only terms describing one- and two-photon pro-
cesses, we introduce substitutions that also take into account
only one- and two-photon processes:
rg2e225sg2e22e
ikz1idt
, rg2e25sg2e2e
2iky1iDt
,
rg2e05sg2e0e
2ikz1idt
,
rg0e25sg0e2e
ikz1idt
, rg0e05sg0e0e
2iky1iDt
,
rg0e15sg0e1e
2ikz1idt
,
rg1e05sg1e0e
ikz1idt
, rg1e15sg1e1e
2iky1iDt
,
rg1e125sg1e12e
2ikz1idt
,
rg2g05sg2g0
1 e2ik(y1z)1i(D2d)t1sg2g0
2 eik(y2z)2i(D2d)t,
rg2g15sg2g1e
22ikz
, ~17!
rg0g15sg0g1
1 e2ik(y1z)1i(D2d)t1sg0g1
2 eik(y2z)2i(D2d)t,
re22e25se22e2e
2ik(y1z)1i(D2d)t
,
re22e05se22e0e
22ikz
,
re2e05se2e0
1 eik(y2z)2i(D2d)t1se2e0
2 e2ik(y1z)1i(D2d)t,
re2e15se2e1e
22ikz
,
re0e15se0e1
1 eik(y2z)2i(D2d)t1se0e1
2 e2ik(y1z)1i(D2d)t,
re0e125se0e12e
22ikz
, re1e125se0e12e
ik(y2z)2i(D2d)t
.04340Having made the above substitutions, we neglect in the mi-
croscopic equations all terms that describe three-photon and
higher-order multiphoton processes. This procedure finally
results in a set of equations that does not include explicit
time and position dependence.
An analysis of the density matrix equations that have no
explicit time and coordinate dependence can be done in the
usual way @13#. Under the condition that atom-laser field
interaction time exceeds the characteristic relaxation times of
the atomic-density-matrix, the momentum width of the
atomic density-matrix elements can be assumed to exceed
the photon momentum \k . This principal assumption, which
will be checked below, allows one to expand the density-
matrix elements in powers of the photon momentum \k .
Considering next the time evolution of the equations ex-
panded in successively increasing orders of the photon mo-
mentum \k , one can conclude that the diagonal elements raa
and the off-diagonal elements sab are functionals of the
Wigner quasiprobability distribution function w[w(r,p,t),
w5( rgaga1( rebeb, a521,0,1;
b522,21,0,1,2. ~18!
The structure of the functional dependence for the diagonal
and off-diagonal density matrix elements can be directly de-
termined from the structure of the expanded equations:
raa5S Raa0 112\kRaa1 1 Dw112\k~Qaa1 1 ! ]w]pz 1 ,
sab5S Sab0 1 12\kSab1 1 Dw1 12\k~Tab1 1 ! ]w]pz 1 ,
~19!
where Raa
0
,Sab
0
,Raa
1
,Sab
1
, . . . ,Qaa1 ,Tab1 , . . . are functions
of atomic momentum p, or atomic velocity v5p/M , that
have to be determined by the solution procedure. In accor-
dance with the definition of the quasi-probability distribution
function ~18!, the unknown diagonal functions satisfy the
normalization conditions
( Raa0 51, ( Raa1 50, ( Qaa1 50, . . . . ~20!
Substituting next the general solution ~19! into the ex-
panded equations for the atomic density-matrix elements,
one can see that the Wigner function w5w(r,p,t) satisfies
an infinite Fokker-Planck equation. To the second order in
the photon momentum \k the equation for the quasiprobabil-
ity distribution function w5w(r,p,t) is then described by a
second-order Fokker-Planck kinetic equation,
]w
]t
1v ]w
]r
52
]
]p ~Fw !1(
]2
]pi
2 ~Diiw !, ~21!
where i5x ,y ,z , F is the dipole radiation force on the atom,
and Dii is the momentum diffusion tensor.6-4
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waves where the dipole radiation force has the clear meaning
of a radiation pressure force, F5Frp5ezF rp . This force and
the momentum diffusion tensor entering Eq. ~21! are
F rp52\kV ImF ~Se12g10 1Se22g20 !1 1A2~Se1g00 1Se2g00 !
1
1
A6
~Se0g2
0 1Se0g1
0 !G , ~22!
Dii5\2k2gFa iisS Re22e220 112Re2e20 113Re0e00 112Re1e10
1Re12e12
0 D1a iipS 12Re2e20 1 23Re0e00 1 12Re1e10 D G
1d iz\
2k2VF Im~Tg1e121 2Te22g21 !
1A2 Im~Te1g0
1 2Tg0e2
1 !1A23 Im~Tg2e01 2Tg1e01 !G .
~23!
In the above equations the coefficients a ii
s
, a ii
p determine the
angular anisotropy of the spontaneous photon emission,
a ii
s5E Fs~n!ni2d2n, a iip5E Fp~n!ni2d2n, ~24!
axx
s 5ayy
s 5 310 , azz
s 5 25 ; axx
p 5ayy
p 5 25 , azz
p 5 15 .
~25!
The values of the force and momentum diffusion coeffi-
cients, F rp and Dii , which govern the time evolution of the
quasiclassical distribution function, can be explicitly deter-
mined by solving the steady-state equations that follow from
the expanded equations for the atomic-density-matrix ele-
ments. These are considered separately in zero and first order
in photon momentum \k . Explicit equations for the quanti-
ties F rp and Dii are given in Sec. VIII.
VI. DIPOLE GRADIENT FORCE
We next take into consideration the dipole gradient force
Fgr associated with the gradient of the trapping laser beam
amplitude E0t5E0t(r). The derivation of the gradient force
can be done in a way that generalizes the procedure consid-
ered in the preceding section. Representing the trapping laser
beam amplitude in the form of a Fourier expansion,
Et~r!5~2p\!23/2E E0t~q!eiq"rd3q , ~26!
one should introduce into the equations of Appendix B the
following substitutions:04340iV~r!rab~p!→~2p\!23/2E iV~q!eiq"rrab~p1 12 \q!d3q .
~27!
For a laser beam amplitude that varies in space on a scale
that is large compared to the size of the atomic wave packet,
we use an expansion of the density-matrix elements to first
order in the small momentum \q,
rab~p1 12 \q!.rab~p!1 12 \q ]]p rab~p!. ~28!
This transforms the terms in equations of Appendix B into
iV~r!rab~p!→iV~r!rab~p!1
\
2 „V~r!
]
]p rab~p.
~29!
When the substitutions ~29! are introduced into the equations
of Appendix B, the Fokker-Planck equation ~21! includes, in
the above approximation, the total radiation force as a sum of
the dipole gradient force and the radiation pressure force
~22!,
F5Fgr1Frp . ~30!
The dipole gradient force is then determined by the steady-
state optical coherences as
Fgr52\@V~r!#Re~ Sg0e00 1A 32 ~Sg2e20 1Sg1e10 !! .
~31!
Note that formal mathematical expression for this part of the
total radiation force coincides with that given for the gradient
force by Eq. ~9!. The explicit expressions given by Eqs. ~31!
and ~9! are generally different since the functions Sab
0 de-
scribe the interaction of the atom with the total laser field
~defined by the equations of Appendix B!, while the func-
tions sab describe the interaction of the atom with only the
trapping laser beam ~defined by the equations of Appendix
A!. We will see in Sec. VIII that Eq. ~31! gives the gradient
force ~41! that differs by a numerical factor from the gradient
force ~11! given by Eq. ~9!.
VII. LOW-SATURATION SOLUTION
We will determine the steady-state atomic density matrix
elements, which define the partial forces and the momentum
diffusion tensor, in a regime characterized by two important
limits. That is, we consider large detunings, where
uDu,udu@g , ~32!
and we consider low optical saturation,
s t5
V2
D2
!1, sc5
u2
d2
!1, ~33!
when the one-photon and two-photon processes play a domi-
nant role in the time evolution of the atomic-density-matrix6-5
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strict our treatment to the case of slowly moving atoms
where
hy5
kvy
g
!1, hz5
kvz
g
!1. ~34!
Under all these conditions the sets of equations for the func-
tions Raa
0
, Sab
0
, and Tab
1
, which follow from the equations of
Appendix B expanded to the first order in the photon mo-
mentum, have a simple analytical solution. When solving the
last equations, one can note that the efficiencies of the two-
photon optical processes between the ground-state magnetic
sublevels depend crucially on two parameters m and n ,
m5
5
6
u2
d2
g , n5
V2
D2
g , ~35!
which define the frequency widths of the two-photon reso-
nance structures related to the ground-state coherences
rg2g1 and rg2g0,rg0g1. Physically, the origin of the two-
photon frequency widths can be understood in the following
way. The laser field connects the ground-state probability
amplitudes with the upper-state probability amplitudes
through one-photon excitation processes. These one-photon
absorption processes perturb the ground-state probability
amplitudes and then lead to decay rates for the ground-state
coherences of the order of the rates of the one-photon tran-
sitions, i.e., of the order of m and n . These quantities play
accordingly the role of the frequency widths for the two-
photon resonance processes related to the ground-state co-
herences.
Since the two-photon processes induced by the cooling
laser field ~2! are only important for deep ~sub-Doppler!
cooling of atoms in the trap @19,20#, the physical meaning of
parameters m and n allows us to introduce two conditions
necessary for separating the cooling and trapping processes:
i.e.,
n!m!g . ~36!
The left inequality guarantees that the trapping field does not
influence the two-photon cooling process, while the right in-
equality is needed for the two-photon friction coefficient to
be greater than the one-photon friction coefficient @20#.
Under the condition ~36!, and in lowest order of the small
parameters s t , sc , hy and hz , the low-saturation, low-
velocity solutions give the one-photon coherences entering
Eq. ~31! as
Sg2e2
0 5
2iA3V/2
g1iD N2 , Sg0e0
0 5
2iV
g1iD N0 ,
~37!
Sg1e1
0 5
2iA3V/2
g1iD N1 ,04340where the steady-state ground-state populations N2
5Rg2g2
0
, N05Rg0g0
0 and N15Rg1g1
0
, connected to the
ground-state two-photon coherence rg2g1, are
N25
1
2D S 1312 u4d2 2 156 u2udu kvz19k2vz2D ,
N05
2
D S 16 u4d2 1k2vz2D , ~38!
N15
1
2D S 1312 u4d2 1 156 u2udu kvz19k2vz2D ,
and the common denominator is
D5 1712
u4
d2
111k2vz
2
. ~39!
The other steady-state coherences and populations entering
Eqs. ~22! and ~23! are defined by similar equations,
Sg2e22
0 5
2iu
g1id N2 , Sg2e0
0 5
2iu/A6
g1id N2 ,
Sg0e2
0 5
2iu/A2
g1iD N0 , . . . ~40!
Qualitatively, the behavior of the ground-state popula-
tions at low velocities is defined by the ground-state coher-
ence rg2g1 that is induced by the cooling field. The velocity
position of the narrow two-photon structures in the ground-
state populations can be seen from the energy conservation
law. In an atom rest frame the absorption of a photon from
one traveling wave, and emission of a photon into the other
traveling wave, results in a two-photon transition between
ground-state sublevels ug2&, ug1& that does not change the
atom energy, (v6kv)2(v7kv)50. Energy conservation
thus directly shows that the two-photon resonance structures,
which are due to the cooling field, are located at zero veloc-
ity, kv50.
VIII. MODIFIED OPTICAL POTENTIAL DEPTH AND
KINETIC ENERGY
The atomic coherences that we have derived, Eqs. ~37!,
together with the values of the ground-state populations, give
a new value of the gradient force at zero velocity and nega-
tive detuning,
Fgr5
55
68 \
V2~r!
uDu
. ~41!
In a corresponding way they give a new value of the poten-
tial,
U~r!52E Fgrdr52 5568 \V~r! V~r!uDu , ~42!
6-6
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~13!. The reduced value of the gradient force and the poten-
tial in the total laser field is naturally explained by the domi-
nant role of the cooling field in producing atomic populations
in accordance with the leftmost condition in Eq. ~36!. While
the trapping field alone produces the ground-state atomic
populations at zero velocity as N25N1513/34, N054/17,
the cooling field redistributes the populations to the values
N25N159/22, N054/22. This redistribution, ‘‘multi-
plied’’ by the relative strengths of the dipole transitions,
gives the decrease in the potential. However, in a three-
dimensional cooling field the decrease of the potential should
be less profound.
Substitution of the steady-state atomic coherences and
ground-state populations into Eq. ~22! gives an explicit ex-
pression for the radiation pressure force in a low-saturation,
low-velocity, approximation. Since the above analytical ex-
pressions ~38! and ~40! neglect a weak velocity dependence
due to the one-photon ~Doppler! processes, the radiation
pressure force shown in Fig. 2 is only described in our analy-
sis near zero velocity, i.e., where uvu& m/k . In the case of a
red-detuned cooling field, where d,0, the low-velocity part
of the radiation pressure force reduces to the cooling force. If
we represent the force ~22! at a red detuning, and at low
velocities, in the standard form of a friction force,
Frp52Mbv , ~43!
FIG. 2. Velocity dependence of the radiation pressure force Frp
~solid line! and diffusion coefficient D5Dzz ~dashed line! in a
small velocity region ukvzu,g at negative detuning d5222g and
saturation parameter G55.04340we can derive an explicit expression for the friction coeffi-
cient due to the two-photon processes @16#:
b5
120
17 vr
g
udu
, ~44!
where vr5\k2/2M is a recoil frequency. The last expression
shows that at low effective saturation the friction due to the
two-photon processes does not depend on intensity. The two-
photon friction is, however, much higher than that due to the
one-photon processes. This higher friction is naturally ex-
plained by the smaller value of the velocity width of the
two-photon structure, m/k , compared to the width of the one-
photon structure, g/k @see the right inequality ~36!#.
In a way that is similar to the radiation force, the momen-
tum diffusion tensor Dii also includes a narrow two-photon
velocity structure located at zero velocity ~Fig. 2!. The con-
tribution of the two-photon structure can be shown to de-
crease the value of the diffusion coefficient D5Dzz at zero
velocity. The reason is that the analysis of the equations
listed in Appendix B shows that the second part of the dif-
fusion coefficient in Eq. ~23! is much bigger than the first
one. However, this second part of the diffusion coefficient D
manifests a narrow velocity dip at velocity v5vz50. In our
basic approximations, the diffusion coefficient D at zero ve-
locity, D0, can be estimated as @20#
D05
46
17 \
2k2g
u2
d2
. ~45!
The diffusion coefficient and the friction coefficient
jointly define the kinetic energy of the trapped atoms and
thus an effective temperature found according to the Einstein
relation as
E5kBT5
D0
Mb 5
23
30
\u2
udu
. ~46!
IX. CONDITIONS FOR STABLE TRAPPING
Assuming now that kinetic energy ~46! of cold trapped
atoms is much less than the depth U(0) of the potential well
~42! one can get a sufficient condition for stable atomic trap-
ping,
u2
udu
!
V2~0 !
uDu
. ~47!
Comparing the last condition with the condition for deep
laser cooling ~36! one can see that both conditions can be
satisfied when the detuning of the trapping field is much
larger than that of the cooling field,
uDu@udu. ~48!
The above two conditions, defined by Eqs. ~36! and ~47!,
thus justify the idea of a stable dipole trap. The stable atomic
trapping in the optical dipole trap can thus be achieved when
the trapping field has no effect on the two-photon cooling
process, and when the cooling field does not change the6-7
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merical value of the trapping potential well.
The lifetime of atoms in the trap associated with the dif-
fusive heating can finally be estimated as
t5ˆeU(0)/E, ~49!
where ˆ is the oscillation frequency of an atom in the trap
and the Boltzmann factor U(0)/E considerably exceeds
unity.
The above evaluations of the conditions necessary and
sufficient for stable atomic trapping can be illustrated by a
specific example. Assume that the Rabi frequency and the
detuning for a cooling field are accordingly u51g and udu
520g and the Rabi frequency and the detuning for the trap-
ping field are V5102g and uDu5104g . For these parameters
the one-photon widths n51024g and m52.531023g sat-
isfy conditions ~36! for deep laser cooling. In their turn, the
kinetic energy ~46!, estimated as E50.04\g , and the
potential-well depth, estimated according to Eq. ~42! as
U(0)50.8\g , satisfy the sufficient condition ~47! for stable
atomic trapping giving for the Boltzmann factor a suffi-
ciently large value U(0)/E520.
X. CONCLUSION
The above analysis shows thus that in an optical dipole
trap, one-photon processes responsible for trapping atoms
can be well separated from the two-photon processes respon-
sible for the deep ~sub-Doppler! cooling of atoms. This sepa-
ration of the trapping and cooling processes ensures, in turn,
a stable operation of the trap according to Eq. ~49!. This
principal conclusion is also valid for the three-dimensional
case since if one adds new s1-s2 cooling fields along the
axes Ox and Oy , all the above conclusions remain valid with
only the numerical coefficients changing. This justifies the
possibility of separating the trapping and cooling processes
in a three-dimensional case.
Finally, note that the above quasiclassical analysis cannot
give a quantitative limit for the temperature of laser-cooled
atoms since it considers atomic velocities higher than the
recoil velocity. The cooling limit can, however, be seen from
a qualitative estimation. According to the above analysis, the
two-photon cooling process can operate when the velocity
width of the two-photon resonance exceeds the recoil veloc-
ity, dv5m/k.vr . That is, when the atomic energy exceeds
the recoil energy, E.E r’\2k2/2M . These limits give the
physical justification for the key assumption that the atomic-
density-matrix elements can be expanded in powers of the
photon momentum \k .
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Below is listed a set of quasiclassical equations for the
atomic-density-matrix elements in the RWA that describe the
dipole interaction of a ~315!-level atom with the trapping
laser field defined by Eq. ~1!. Note that the set includes only
the equations that involve density-matrix elements not van-
ishing at the interaction time t@g21.
d
dt rg2g25
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)re2g21c.c.
1g~re2e21
1
3 re0e0!,
d
dt rg0g05iVe
2i(ky2Dt)re0g01c.c.
1g~re2e21
4
3 re0e01re1e1!,
d
dt rg1g15
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)re1g11c.c.
1g~ 13 re0e01re1e1!,
d
dt re2e25
iA3
2 Ve
i(ky2Dt)rg2e21c.c.22gre2e2,
d
dt re0e05iVe
i(ky2Dt)rg0e01c.c.22gre0e0,
d
dt re1e15
iA3
2 Ve
i(ky2Dt)rg1e11c.c.22gre1e1,
d
dt rg2e252
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)~rg2g22re2e2!2grg2e2,
d
dt rg0e052iVe
2i(ky2Dt)~rg0g02re0e0!2grg0e0,
d
dt rg1e152iVe
2i(ky2Dt)~rg1g12re1e1!2grg1e1.
APPENDIX B
Below are listed the atomic-density-matrix equations in
the Wigner representation, and the RWA. They describe the
dipole interaction of a ~315!-level atom with trapping and
cooling laser fields defined by Eqs. ~1! and ~2!. The equa-
tions include only terms describing one-photon and two-
photon optical processes.6-8
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dt rg2g25
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)re2g2
(1) 1iueikz1idtre22g2
(2)
1
i
A6
ue2ikz1idtre0g2
(1) 1c.c.
1gE @2Fs~n!re22e22(n) 1Fp~n!re2e2(n)
1 13 Fs~n!re0e0
(n) #d2n,
d
dt rg0g05iVe
2i(ky2Dt)re0g0
(1) 1
i
A2
ueikz1idtre2g0
(2)
1
i
A2
ue2ikz1idtre1g0
(1) 1c.c.1gE ~Fs~n!re2e2(n)
1 43 Fp~n!re0e0
(n) 1Fs~n!re1e1
(n) !d2n,
d
dt rg1g15
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)re1g1
(1) 1iue2ikz1idtre12g1
(1)
1
i
A6
ueikz1idtre0g1
(2) 1c.c.1gE ~ 13 Fs~n!re0e0(n)
1Fp~n!re1e1
(n) 12Fs~n!re12e12
(n) !d2n,
d
dt re22e225iue
2ikz2idtrg2e22
(1) 1c.c.22gre22e22,
d
dt re2e25
iA3
2 Ve
i(ky2Dt)rg2e2
(2) 1
i
A2
ue2ikz2idtrg0e2
(1) 1c.c.
22gre2e2,
d
dt re0e05iVe
i(ky2Dt)rg0e0
(2) 1
i
A6
u~eikz2idtrg2e0
(2)
1e2ikz2idtrg1e0
(1) !1c.c.22gre0e0,
d
dt re1e15
iA3
2 Ve
i(ky2Dt)rg1e1
(2) 1
i
A2
ueikz2idtrg0e1
(2) 1c.c.
22gre1e1,
d
dt re12e125iue
ikz2idtrg1e12
(2) 1c.c.22gre12e12,04340d
dt rg2e225
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)re2e22
(1) 1iu~eikz1idtre22e22
(2)
2eikz1idtrg2g2
(1) !1
i
A6
ue2ikz1idtre0e22
(1)
2grg2e22,
d
dt rg2e252
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)~rg2g2
(2) 2re2e2
(1) !
1iueikz1idtre22e2
(2) 1
i
A6
ue2ikz1idtre0e2
(1)
2
i
A2
ueikz1idtrg2g0
(1) 2grg2e2,
d
dt rg2e052iVe
2i(ky2Dt)S rg2g0(2) 2A32 re2e0(1) D
1iueikz1idtre22e0
(2) 2
i
A6
u~e2ikz1idtrg2g2
(2)
1eikz1idtrg2g1
(1) 2e2ikz1idtre0e0
(1) !2grg2e0,
d
dt rg0e252
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)~rg0g2
(2t) 2re0e2
(1) !
2
i
A2
u~eikz1idtrg0g0
(2) 2eikz1idtre2e2
(2)
2e2ikz1idtre1e2
(1) !2grg0e2,
d
dt rg0e052iVe
2i(ky2Dt)~rg0g0
(2) 2re0e0
(1) !
1
i
A2
u~eikz1idtre2e0
(2t) 1e2ikz1idtre1e0
(1) !
2
i
A6
u~e2ikz1idtrg0g2
(2) 1eikz1idtrg0g1
(1) !2grg0e0,
d
dt rg0e152
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)~rg0g1
(2) 2re0e1
(1) !
2
i
A2
u~e2ikz1idtrg0g0
(2) 2e2ikz1idtre1e1
(1)
2eikz1idtre2e1
(2) !2grg0e1,6-9
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dt rg1e052iVe
2i(ky2Dt)S rg1g0(2) 2A32 re1e0(1) D
1iue2ikz1idtre12e0
(1) 2
i
A6
u~eikz1idtrg1g1
(1)
1e2ikz1idtrg1g2
(2) 2eikz1idtre0e0
(2) !2grg1e0,
d
dt rg1e152
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)~rg1g1
(2) 2re1e1
(1) !
1
i
A6
ueikz1idtre0e1
(2) 1iue2ikz1idtre12e1
(1)
2
i
A2
ue2ikz1idtrg1g0
(2) 2grg1e1,
d
dt rg1e125
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)re1e12
(1) 2iu~e2ikz1idtrg1g1
(2)
2e2ikz1idtre12e12
(1) !1
i
A6
ueikz1idtre0e12
(2)
2grg1e12,
d
dt rg2g05iVSA32 e2i(ky2Dt)re2g0(1) 2ei(ky2Dt)rg2e0(1) D
1
i
A6
ue2ikz~eidtre0g0
(1) 2e2idtrg2e2
(2) !
1gE S A2Fs~n!re22e2(n) 1A 23 Fp~n!re2e0(n)
1
1
A3
Fs~n!re0e1
(n) D d2n,
d
dt rg2g15
i
A6
u~e2ikz1idtre0g1
(1) 2e2ikz2idtrg2e0
(2) !
1gE @A 23 Fs~n!re22e0(n) 1Fp~n!re2e1(n)
1A 23 Fs~n!re0e12
(n) #d2n,043406d
dt rg0g15iVS e2i(ky2Dt)re0g1(1) 2A32 ei(ky2Dt)rg0e1(1) D
1
i
A6
ue2ikz~eidtre1g1
(1) 2e2idtrg0e0
(2) !
1gE S 1A3 Fs~n!re2e0(n) 1A 23 Fp~n!re0e1(n)
1Fs~n!re1e12
(n) D d2n,
d
dt re22e252
iA3
2 Ve
2i(ky2Dt)re22g2
(2) 1iue2ikz2idtrg2e2
(1)
22gre22e2,
d
dt re22e05iue
2ikz2idtrg2e0
(1) 2
i
A6
ue2ikz1idtre22g2
(2)
22gre22e0,
d
dt re2e05iVSA32 ei(ky2Dt)rg2e0(2) 2e2i(ky2Dt)re2g0(2) D
1
i
A2
ue2ikz2idtrg0e0
(1) 2
i
A6
ue2ikz1idtre2g2
(2)
22gre2e0,
d
dt re2e15
i
A2
ue2ikz~e2idtrg0e1
(1) 2eidtre2g0
(2) !22gre2e1,
d
dt re0e15iVS ei(ky2Dt)rg0e1(2) 2A32 e2i(ky2Dt)re0g1(2) D
2
i
A2
ue2ikz1idtre0g0
(2) 1
i
A6
ue2ikz2idtrg1e1
(1)
22gre0e1,
d
dt re0e1252iue
2ikz1idtre0g1
(2) 1
i
A6
ue2ikz2idtrg1e12
(1)
22gre0e12,
d
dt re1e125
iA3
2 Ve
i(ky2Dt)rg1e12
(2) 2iue2ikz1idtre1g1
(2)
22gre1e12.-10
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